Current status of inflammasome blockers as anti-inflammatory drugs.
The inflammasomes have emerged as key mediators of inflammation and immunity, yet clinical application of this knowledge has been limited by a lack of specific and drug-like antagonists. Recent studies using inflammasome knockout mice have shown that different inflammasomes control immunity in different pathologies. Drug-like antagonists acting up- or down-stream of the inflammasome pathway have been successfully used in clinics as important therapeutics to treat different inflammatory diseases. The current literature has been reviewed on the role of inflammasomes in inflammatory disease, focusing on potential therapeutic applications of selective inflammasome antagonists as anti-inflammatory agents. Particular emphasis has been placed on the potential role of the different inflammasomes in common inflammatory diseases. The latest clinical developments for drugs targeting inflammasome pathways are covered. Recent studies using inflammasome knockout mice suggest its importance as a potential therapeutic target for the treatment of inflammatory disease. However, efficacious antagonists for the inflammasome for use in clinical studies are still at an early stage of development. Developing selective inflammasome antagonists is a challenge that if met, offers promise for the treatment of chronic inflammatory diseases. Major developments in this area will include the identification of reliable high-throughput screening methods for compounds directly targeting inflammasome assembly.